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About This Content

If any have escaped the hidden realm of The Caretaker, their tale has never been told.

The Delve is an adventure for 2-4 heroes in which you must explore and survive the realm of the Caretaker. Collect loot and
gain skills as you advance through a collection of randomly selected stages. As you expand your Descent 2nd Edition collection,

you unlock new maps, monsters, and boss fights—untold combinations of heroes, classes, monsters, stages, and loot await.
Experience a unique adventure each time you enter, and hopefully exit, The Delve!
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descent road to legend delve review. descent road to legend the delve

More Descent is always better.. Endless* replay for Descent: Road to legend.

* You may get sick of the premise of rushing to portal, rinse, repeat, boss battle.

The mode is pretty randomly generated, though, new scenarios each time. Parts are random anyways. It is always the same
portal hopping quest, boss battle at scenario 3 and 6.

You need this relatively cheap DLC, to get the most bang for you buck purchasing physical expansions. The big box expansions
unlock more phases for this mode. I am pretty sure they use the tiles too. Small box unlock less. Pretty sure the H&M packs
don't unlock any scenarios for this mode. Might be fun to have more heroes and monster groups though, that's kind of the point..
I love Descent 2 and the Road to Legends App. However, after I have played the Delve for three times with just the base game
and trollfens, everything keeps repeating. There is way, way too little variety in delve levels for a 5 bucks dlc (also, less than in a
free campaign). However, since I am a fan of the whole app and board game, I cannot bring myself to vote down here :). Just
informing you guys.. Contains fun, short adventures. Really enjoy playing it with friends, especially when we don't have enough
time to play a campaign.. If you have Descent and enjoy playing the game then getting "The Delve" is a no-brainer!
It provides countless reply value that you can play co-op (which is fantastic) and it expands even more with the amount of
physical expansions you have.

Definitely buy this and support FFG so they can release more content for Road to Legend :). As much as I enjoyed the base
game, The Delve just does not seem to be that fun. It's just hack'n'slash without any decision making, no story, there is even no
final boos fight or such! We finished the final quest and were like "wait... did we just win? really?"

Grab a box of Shadows of Nerekhall and play the associated campaign, it's way better. (if you already finished the two free to
play campaigns).
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